Program: Great Plains Dealer CO-OP Radio Spot
Requirement: See Great Plains dealer CO-OP Policy
Great Plains Contact: Kendi Carlgren, Advertising/Media Coordinator
Media: Radio
Spot length: 30 seconds
Title: Turbo Max (Ad #3)
Producer: TBD
Music: Dealer/Producer choice

What defines an effective true vertical tillage tool? The new Great Plains Turbo-Max™ does! With its hydraulically adjustable gangs and three and three-quarter inch overall blade spacing, Turbo-Max levels your seedbed and delivers the desired residue coverage without creating compaction. Call (insert dealer name) in (insert city) today or visit them on the web at www dot (insert web address; spell out if necessary) dot com to see what the Turbo-Max can do for you. (Insert dealer name) and Great Plains. “HARVEST STARTS HERE”.